Lowther Primary School – Curriculum Map

Year 5 - Autumn Term
Core Curriculum

Wider Curriculum

Mathematics

Art

History

Physical Education

Place value
Read, write and order numbers up to 1,000,000
Use all four operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division) in a variety of methods, including written and
mental
Statistics
Read, interpret and create line graphs and information in
tables

Create and draw a mythical
monster
Design and paint an Ancient
Greek setting including gods
and goddesses
Read Dickens’ description
and then draw the ghost of
Jacob Marley, including
chains and other weights
Use line drawing to sketch
the Wooden Horse of Troy

Studying Ancient Greece
and its impact on modern
life. Greek beliefs, systems of
government, art, architecture
& entertainment, warfare
and the origins of the
Olympic Games
Study historical evidence
and consider validity of the
Wooden Horse of Troy

Invasion games: Netball and
rugby

Computing

Modern Foreign
Languages
Italian

PSHE and PATHs

Design and Technology

Music

Religious Education

Design, make and decorate
Greek vases inspired by the
Ancient Greeks
Design and make Wooden
Horse of Troy

Listen to and understand
different musical genres and
cultures
Sing songs
Listen and recall – Aural
memory

Buddhism- How do
Buddhists remember and
celebrate Budda

Geography

Phonics

Trips

Studied in Spring term

Taught as required

English
Greek Myths and Legends
Identify the features of Greek Myths
Create settings, heroes, villains and monsters
Write a myth including appropriate features
Poetic Style
Identify and use similes, metaphors, alliteration,
personification and onomatopoeia.
A Christmas Carol
Use dictionaries to understand old and challenging
vocabulary, write description of a character, discus what
made Scrooge so miserable, watch film adaptation and study
different versions of the story.

Science
Space
Identify relatives sizes of Earth, Moon and Sun
Explain process of sunrise and sunset, day and night,
varying length of day and seasons
Explain orbit of Sun for Earth and Moon
Identify planets of the Solar System

Esafety- Passwords and
procedures
Scratch-Lost in Space
Micro:Bits- Data Handling

Developing an
understanding of movement,
space and teamwork within
a ball game
Moving into space and
moving a defender around
Passing and catching skills

Cooperative learning skills
Articulating feelings and
emotions
Identifying and resolving
problems

